101 Answers About All Things Tiny

THE BIG BOOK
OF TINY HOUSES

Question #26: Who mows the lawn? Love that question because it really shows that living tiny is so foreign to most folks that even simple, everyday obvious things become confusing. ThinHaus has learned a thing or two (actually here we have 101 of them here) over the years as we have built great tiny houses and we wanted to share that with you. So here it is. By the way, the answer to #26 is ... you do ... duh!

IT’S A REAL PAPER BOOK
Maybe we’re just a little bit old fashioned, but this book is ... a book. It’s pocketsized and made of paper (the size of a Field Notes journal) and comes to you in an envelope. It’s Free! and we’ll pay the postage, so all you need to do is ask for a copy.

It’s not available at your local book store and Amazon does not have it (yet) ... so this is the only place to get it.

101 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
You will need to tell us your mailing address so that we’ll need to know where to send this. It is not a PDF file, so we’ll need more than just your email. ThinHaus promises not to send you more stuff. Just this little book and our best wishes.

Email: bigbook@thinhaus.com to order your copy. Worldwide delivery from stock available today.